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and Identity Documents
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1.  Biometrics ensures that online identities 
are just as unique and reliable as they 
are in the real world – and that they are 
just as secure into the bargain. Data 
manipulation or forgery is practically 
impossible.

2.  Biometric travel and identity docu-
ments offer a great number of ground- 
breaking and convenient potential uses 
covering many different areas, among 
them

■  the automated protection of national 
borders,

■ identification of travellers,
■  conducting secure transactions over 

the internet,
■ legally utilising government services,
■  authentication when accessing sensi-

tive physical areas or networks, mobile 
end devices and workstations.

Your Personal Identity: 
Unique, Secure, Multifaceted

Every person has individual characteristics 
by which they can be uniquely identified. 
While these characteristics can be directly 
checked in face-to-face interactions, 
thereby helping to recognise the person we 
are engaged with, they first need to be con-
verted into digital form and stored as elec-
tronic records in online communication, the 
growth of which continues unabated. This 
is the only way that travel and identity docu-
ments, for example, allow a person to be 
reliably identified by digital means.

Biometrics has become established 
throughout the world, and is a permanent 
fixture of many people’s day-to-day lives. 
There are two key advantages to this:

Biometrics (from the ancient Greek βίος (bíos), „life” and μέτρον (métron), “measure”) is the 

science of measuring a living being’s body and the measurement and analysis methods 

needed to this end. Today, biometrics is also defined in personal identification as the 

automated recognition of individuals on the basis of their behaviour and biological 

characteristics*.

* ISO/IEC FDIS 2382-37: 2012 (Harmonized Biometric Vocabulary)
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Globally Secure Identities Thanks 
to German Engineering Expertise

The German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) 
was an early advocate of the secure integration of biometric 
characteristics in identity documents. The achievements of 
the BSI’s biometrics experts include

■  generating the drive among the key standardisation bodies needed to ensure global 
standards that are both secure and feasible,

■    conducting the world’s largest field test for evaluating the most suitable biometric 
characteristics for identity documents and

■  initiating and supporting the development of open, modular and standard-compliant 
products. At numerous international expert conferences, for example, many nations 
have used the Golden Reader Tool to check the interoperability of their documents.

This was a major contribution of the BSI towards global identity protection, and the BSI 
today is internationally recognised as a trailblazer in the field of biometrics. All the more 
reason to place your trust in future-proofed biometric products with the renowned 
quality of German engineering.

manipulation and abuse. Every nation in 
the world agrees on this. This is why bio-
metric ID is to be introduced by 2015 
everywhere in the form of electronic, 
machine-readable travel documents. For 
these national documents to work on an 
international scale, global uniform stan-
dards have been created by the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
that ensure that electronic passports are 
globally interoperable. These standards 
are binding for all 194 nation states. 
National passport legislation and EU regu-
lations also stipulate other requirements.

Global Systems for the Ultimate 
in Global Identity Security

Providing high security and modern pro-
tection for the identity of each and every 
citizen has been anchored in the German 
mindset for the longest time. Germany’s 
identity documents are among the most 
forgery-proof in the world, and when it 
comes to electronic documents, Germany 
also plays a forefront role on an interna-
tional scale, actively working to achieve the 
best identity protection possible. 

Biometrics is the technology that enables 
the identity of a person to be proven 
beyond doubt – even in the digital age – 
and also protects personal data from 
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Global identity protection – both a critical and a complex 

challenge that all nations need to address.

All of the stages in this process chain, 
known as the eID life cycle, are based 
on highly complex digital networks, 
some of which are part of a global 
network.

But a secure identity means more than just 
having a forgery-proof identity document. 
The underlying identity protection systems 
(ID systems) must also be designed with 
the highest level of security in mind. This 
includes:

■  the registration and management of 
personal data,

■  the manufacturing and issuance of the 
documents,

■  the reading of the stored data 
 (e. g. at border control), 
■ applications on the internet.

The Changing Travel Documents Landscape*:

Over 100 countries are already issuing electronic passports and more than 110 million of the 

140 million passports issued annually throughout the world contain biometric data – and this 

number is growing.
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In its more than 200 diplomatic missions abroad, 

the German Foreign Office uses secunet 

biomiddle for passport and visa applications. 

The high-security solution SINA ensures secure 

data transmission.

2006

secunet advises the Czech 

Republic on the launch and 

issuance of ePassports, 

ensuring conformity with ICAO, 

ISO and BSI standards, and 

thereby ensuring optimum 

quality of the biometric data.

Maximum Identity Protection 
Thanks to Holistic German Engineering Expertise

The need for security and transparency is 
growing. Around the world, authorities, 
public institutions and businesses are finding 
themselves faced with increasingly strin-
gent legal and global requirements. The 
correct use of data and the transparency of 
IT-based processes have become funda-
mental necessities. The field of biometrics 

creates new and innovative opportunities 
and solutions to adequately confront these 
challenges. The realisation of these requires 
the involvement of specialists that under-
stand the complexity of the requirements 
and the heavily fragmented market, and 
have a keen grasp of the globally networked 
nature of processes and technologies. 
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secunet offers you …

… maximum security at all times
Biometrics solutions from secunet always 
guarantee maximum identity protection. 
As IT security experts and specialists in 
high-security solutions, we combine bio-
met rics with other related security technol-
ogies, giving us the means to optimise our 
customers’ systems in terms of security 
and cost-effectiveness.

... a holistic perspective of the entire 
eID process chain
Identity protection is not a single-point 
solution. We always have an eye on the 
entire process chain in the interest of our 
customers, because secunet’s biometrics 
specialists know better than anyone else 
the impact that individual process steps 
can have on a project. This means that our 
customers can be sure that the process of 
integrating new solutions into their existing 
processes is a smooth one.

2008

With EasyPASS, the German 

Federal Police conducts a test of 

the partial automation of its border 

control using biometric technology. 

The entire system was supplied by 

secunet, including the secunet 

biomiddle software platform as the 

centrepiece of the eGate solution.

2004

Completion of the world´s largest 

field test (BioP II) to test and com-

pare biometric methods for face, 

iris and fingerprint for use in eIDs.

2005

International ePassports EAC 

Conformity & Interoperability 

Test in Tsukuba, Japan: 

50 nations tested the 

interoperability of their electronic 

passports using the GRT.
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2010 

The Austrian Ministry of the Interior 

chooses secunet biomiddle as its 

strategic platform for border control 

and for electronic residence permit 

applications – 500 representative 

authorities abroad are equipped 

with the software.

2014
 

secunet supplies the entire system 

used to automatically check travel 

documents with and without 

biometric features, providing 

Zurich Airport’s border control 

with the most modern visa and 

document check facilities in 

Europe. 

… modern, tried and tested solutions 
Our experts play an active role on interna-
tional standardisation bodies that set stand-
ards on a global scale. We bring the essential 
know-how gained from this function to bear 
on our customer projects and solutions, in 
which we also consistently apply these 
standards. Our customers benefit from con-
sultation and solutions that are not only 
proven, but also accommodate the latest in 
technology and standards.

… optimum cost-benefit ratio
As diverse as the potential uses are, 
secunet’s implementation of the solution 
always focuses on specific needs. Regard-
less of whether you wish to use pre-fabri-
cated system modules, have custom software 
components developed, or receive in-depth 
technical consulting – secunet will ensure 
that your needs as the customer are met 
precisely and to the letter. Our customers 
profit from a low total cost of ownership.

2012

For automated border control 

in the Czech Republic, 

secunet supplies its expertise 

along with three secunet 

easygates. EasyGO receives 

recognition as the 2012 IT 

Project of the Year in the 

Czech Republic.

… innovation and quality
secunet is a partner to the German Federal 
government in security matters and has 
collaborated closely with the German Federal 
Office for Information Security (BSI) for many 
years now in the field of biometrics. 
These two endeavours continuously help us 
to reinforce our deep understanding both of 
customer needs in the public sector and of 
market demand. We work intensively together 
with the experts at the BSI on matters of 
future interest, developing products that are 
compliant with modern standards and are 
recognised internationally as reference im-
plementations of these standards.

2011

secunet develops an improved 

algorithm to assess the quality 

of fingerprint images as part of 

a transatlantic team of experts 

(NFIQ 2.0).

Service portfolio:

■ Consulting and concepts
■ System evaluation and assessment
■ System modules and tailored solutions
■ Products for each phase of the eID life cycle
■ Integration, service, support

2015

The Norwegian Police chooses the 

eID PKI Suite to check electronic 

travel documents. The PKI will later 

also play a key role in the issuance 

of electronic passports and 

residence permits.

2013

As part of project EasyPASS, 

secunet is jointly responsible 

with its consortium partner 

Bundesdruckerei for the 

widespread roll-out of 

well over 100 automated 

border control systems 

at German airports.
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The secunet eID Life Cycle: 
The Only One to Trust for Holistic Identity Protection

For each stage of the eID life cycle process, 
secunet has developed market-leading 
technologies for the holistic protection of 
digital identities. We optimise and automate 
our customers’ processes and make them 
adaptable to future requirements. secunet 
system modules are tried and tested, 
mature and ready for use. Consistently 
standard-compliant, adaptable, modular 
and interoperable, these modules can be 
seamlessly integrated into our customers’ 

systems, creating powerful and complete 
solutions that provide maximum security 
while keeping the total cost of ownership 
down.

secunet biometrics solutions. A constant guarantee for ...

… high security throughout the entire eID life cycle
… the consistent quality German engineering provides
… a low total cost of ownership
…  an effective return on investment with a future-proofed solution thanks to the use of 

standard-compliant technologies
…  cutting-edge engineering thanks to the development guarantee and the expertise of 

standardisation bodies

Fields of use
Holistic solutions for enrolment 

and the high security data 

transfer

Technology
■ secunet biomiddle
for quality-assured capture and 

recording of biometric data, 

platform-independent and 

standard-compliant middle-

ware, recommended by the BSI 

as a reference implementation 

for biometrics and identity 

documents

■ SINA
BSI-approved high-security 

solution for the protected 

processing, storage, transfer 

and auditability of classified 

and sensitive data via open 

networks

Application
Issuance

Fields of use
Modules for reliable quality 

control and verification 

Technology
■  secunet ePassportAPI
standard interface for electronic 

identity documents, enables 

secure communication with 

these documents and the 

connection of reader devices 

■ secunet biomiddle
■  secunet GRT Platinum 

Edition

Combined with the holistic consulting 
expertise of our IT security special-
ists, our highly secure solutions 
ensure that identities remain uniquely 
secure and uniquely versatile in the 
digital age.

Production

Fields of use
Proven components for the 

production of interoperable 

and standard-compliant 

identity documents

Technology
■  secunet GRT Platinum 

Edition
for reliable and secure read-

outs of electronic identity 

documents – passport 

producers can apply quality 

control checks to their 

products prior to dispatch

■ secunet ePassportAPI
■ secunet eID PKI Suite
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Application

Fields of use
Secure systems for reliable, 

worldwide identity checks

Technology
■ secunet easygate
complete solution for modern 

and automated border control 

■ secunet bocoa
border control application for 

stationary and mobile border control

■ secunet eID PKI Suite 

central public key infrastructure (PKI) 

for international certificate exchange 

and management 

■ secunet biomiddle

Proven Security for Readouts of eIDs,
Also Equipped to Handle Future Generations

The secunet Golden Reader Tool (GRT) 
Platinum Edition can be used in any field 
that is dependent on the ability to reliably 
and securely read out identity documents 
or to verify their authenticity:

■  Passport producers and authorities 
responsible for issuing identity docu-
ments can check the function and data 
of the document using the GRT prior to 
dispatch;

■   Stationary and mobile border controls 
can use the GRT to verify passports and 
electronic residence permits;

■  Security authorities can identify forged 
passports.

Developed jointly with the BSI and well- 
established internationally, the GRT has set 
new global standards in the interoperability 
of electronic travel documents in accord-
ance with ICAO and EU requirements, and 
has established a critical underlying frame-
work. At the last international interopera-
bility test in 2013 in London, a total of 40 
document producers and suppliers of 
document checking systems verified the 
conformity of their products with the Sup-
plemental Access Control (SAC) standard 
under the guidance of secunet.

secunet GRT Platinum Edition at a glance:

■	 	Advanced: Supports all SAC and EAC versions
■	 Expandable: Works in biometric environments using BioAPI/biomiddle
■	 Open: Numerous functions, adaptable design, diversity of applications
■	 Established: Internationally recognised reference implementation
■	 German engineering quality: Jointly developed with the BSI
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Perfectly Linking Biometrics and eIDs – 
For Maximum Adaptability of Processes

The introduction of biometrics in ID applica-
tions calls for immediate and maximum 
flexibility and adaptability. This is because 
in this highly dynamic market, biometric 
technologies and standards are constantly 
being refined, ever newer methods are 
being introduced to improve protection 
against forgery, and new requirements are 
continuously being made of biometric appli-
cations. Standard-compliant architecture 
concepts, for example those based on 
secunet biomiddle, enable the development 
of perpetually adaptable ID systems.

This software handles the exchange of data 
between ID applications and any biometric 
technology available on the market. These 
include both hardware, such as fingerprint 
scanners or document readers, and soft-
ware, as well as complex background and 
permission management systems. Thanks 
to standard-compliant interfaces, secunet 
biomiddle allows all technology sub-com-

ponents of the overall system to be handled 
as modules, individually replaced, or com-
pletely upgraded. secunet biomiddle also 
reduces the complexity of usage, with all 
biometric functions being combined into 
the application and offered via a service 
interface, allowing them to be integrated 
into existing systems with ease and speed.

This makes ID applications based on 
secunet biomiddle extremely adaptable 
and ideally equipped to handle future needs. 
Citizens of many German cities, for example, 
can now obtain new identity documents 
quickly, easily and – more importantly – 
independently. At the Speed Capture Station, 
a self-service terminal offered by our partner 
Speed Identity, citizens can register their 
photo, signature and fingerprint them-
selves. Thanks to secunet biomiddle, this 
enrolment solution is certified in accord-
ance with BSI TR-03121.

secunet biomiddle at a glance:

■  Standard-compliant: Flexibility and manufacturer-independence thanks to 
 internationally standardised interfaces (BioAPI 2.0/ICAO/BSI)
■  Modular: Sub-components of the overall system can be replaced at any time 
■  Adaptable: Easy to integrate into existing systems
■  Secure return on investment: Development guarantee until at least 2025
■  German engineering quality: Jointly developed with the BSI
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Border Control “New Generation” – 
Europe’s most state-of-the-art border 
control system for Zurich Airport

With the aim of being able to implement EU regulations in the long term, better handle high 
passenger traffic levels, and make the border control process at the Schengen Area borders 
more intuitive, the Zurich Cantonal Police awarded secunet within the project “Greko NG” 
the role of general contractor for the delivery of a new, modular border control system for 
the roughly 100 workstations at Zurich Airport.

The existing technical border control infrastructure was fully replaced, with secunet biomiddle 
forming the central interface of the new solution. The secunet biomiddle middleware not 
only serves as an interface between passport and fingerprint reader devices, the border 
control application of the police officers, and the background systems, but is also the 
standard-compliant core component that ensures the modularity of the complete solution.

The highlight of the new system is the border control application; based on secunet bocoa, 
it has been tailored and developed to meet the needs of the Zurich Cantonal Police. Thanks 
to the ergonomic design of the control system user interface, the border control officers 
always have the most important data to hand when checking travellers’ identities. The 
system supports them throughout the entire control process, reducing the workload of 
the officers in their function of securing the country’s borders.

The new border control system now extensively checks electronic and optical data from all 
official and machine-readable documents. Around 350 employees received training prior to 
the roll-out of the new system and were familiarised with the new processes. Thanks to the 
modularity of the border control system, the Zurich Cantonal Police is now able to effort-
lessly implement future Schengen projects such as the “Entry Exit System” (EES) or the 
“Registered Traveller Programme” (RTP).

Project Greko NG, a joint endeavour between secunet and the Zurich Cantonal 

Police, consistently fulfils the current requirements of the Schengen Borders Code 

and is well-equipped to handle future standards. The short technical process times, 

high availability, stable network and well-developed devices allow for effective 

prevention of illegal immigration without generating longer waiting times in queuing 

areas. The modern design of the system interface with its logical, process-oriented 

approach to user control is an impressive and motivating tool for the employees of 

the Zurich Airport Border Control.

Heinz Lusti

Head of Project Greko NG in the Zurich Cantonal Police, Airport Staff Branch„

“



Phase 1: 

Verification of the passport 

or travel document

Border Crossing Scenario

secunet biomiddle can be used for all types of verification 

and identification – as illustrated here in the example of 

border crossings.



Phase 2: 

Verification of the 

biometric identifiers

Phase 3: 

Border crossing after 

positive verification process
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secunet easygate at a glance:

■  Optimum security thanks to 
 » thorough inspection of optical and electronic security features
 » highly secure biometric comparison
 » online retrieval of criminal background checks
 » reliable liveness and spoof detection
■  Flexible modularity of all technical components thanks to open and 

standard-compliant architecture based on secunet biomiddle
■ Easy integration into existing infrastructures
■ Quick and intuitive handling by the passengers themselves
■ BSI-confirmed security and reliability

Easy Going with Easygate – 
Secure, Intuitive and Fast Automated Border Control

With passenger numbers continually on 
the rise, passenger aircraft increasing in 
size, and consciousness of security issues 
coming to the forefront, airport staff, tech-
nology and infrastructure worldwide are 
now facing major challenges. In border 
control applications, secunet easygate 
ensures smiles all around.

Automated Border Control Systems are 
increasingly providing border control 
polices with support in protecting sover-
eign borders. secunet easygate fully 
checks identity documents in just a few 
seconds to determine its authenticity by 
optical and electronic means, reads the 
electronic facial image of the traveller, and 
compares the biometric data against the 
traveller’s live image. Border control 
officers can monitor the process and focus 
on those travellers for whom additional 
checks are necessary.

Airports benefit from the automation of 
a further step in the passenger process 
without having to modify the existing infra-
structure. Passenger processing not only 
becomes more secure, but also much 
more efficient, enabling higher passenger 
processing rates to be achieved – a deci-
sive advantage in the face of international 
competition.

Travellers in possession of an electronic 
identity document will enjoy being able to 
pass through much more quickly. It takes 
no time at all for them to be processed 
through the secunet easygate and across 
the national border, something they can do 
intuitively and independently. For these 
travellers, queueing is a thing of the past.
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Modern border control leveraging 
the benefits of German engineering

Each day, holders of electronic passports 
discover just how secure and user-friendly 
modern border control is at Germany’s 
busiest airports, where “eGates” have been 
providing assistance to the traditional 
border control process since 2014. 

As part of project EasyPASS, secunet and 
Bundesdruckerei have been contracted by 
Germany’s Federal Ministry of the Interior 
to handle the general roll-out of Automated 
Border Control Systems to German airports 
for the German Federal Police.

What makes EasyPASS so unique worldwide?

■  Each step in the process is arranged in a way that accommodates the traveller’s natural 
direction of movement, while minimum user interaction ensures maximum user-friendliness.

■  Holistic (anti-circumvention) protection, plus optical and electronic document check up to 
the root certificate combine to provide maximum security that is confirmed by the BSI.

■  A high level of standardisation and adaptability of the overall system, in which individual 
modules can be replaced or additional components added with ease.

The foundations for this simplified border 
control process were laid in 2009, when the 
EasyPASS pilot project was launched at 
Frankfurt Airport. As the general contractor 
of the German Federal Office for Infor-
mation Security (BSI), secunet assumed 
responsibility for the planning, realisation 
and assessment of this project, and sup-
plied and implemented the entire system. 
The supplied system also included the 
secunet biomiddle software platform, which 
provides the EasyPASS system with its 
characteristic adaptability. secunet actively 
supported the BSI and German Federal 
Police during the testing and development 
of this new and ground-breaking border 

control technology. In 2010, the EasyPASS 
system was adopted by the Federal Police 
Force as the standard border control 
process in Terminal 1 (Gate C) of Frankfurt 
Airport and has since been a permanent 
fixture of the Federal Police’s border control 
strategy. 

Since 2014, far more than 100 eGates have 
been rolled out across Germany. Consist-
ently refined over recent years in close 
cooperation with the Federal Police, they 
excel with their improved, intuitive user 
guidance and optimised anti-circumvention 
technology.

With EasyPASS, Germany has one of the most advanced automated border 

control systems. Thanks to the use of state-of-the-art sensor technology, 

the security level of the eGates and the speed of processing have increased 

massively. It is already apparent that travellers enjoy using EasyPASS.

Dr. Ole Schröder 

Parliamentary State Secretary in the German Federal Ministry of the Interior„

“
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A Central Nervous System for 
Global Identity Protection and 
Avanced Inspection of Modern eIDs

Around the world, nations issue a wide vari-
ety of electronic identity documents. They 
all contain an RFID chip that securely stores 
the personal data and biometric features of 
the holder. But how can this potential be 
exploited to make established inspection 
processes even more efficient and secure? 
And how is permission gained to verify the 
securely stored data in national eIDs and 
also those of other nations? The answer is 
both simple and complex – an equally 
secure, globally networked infrastructure, a 
PKI, must be operating in the background.

In its eID PKI Suite, secunet has created the 
optimum security solution to this, one 
which is globally interoperable, extremely 
versatile, and already well-established. 
The secunet eID PKI Suite consists of indi-
vidual software modules that can either 
be combined to form a powerful central 
system for modern ID management or inte-
grated individually into an existing system 

architecture. In either case, each module 
contributes towards simplifying certificate 
management considerably. The “Terminal 
Control Centre” (TCC), for example, allows 
the inspection system to perform cryp-
tographic processes as a central service, 
eliminating the complex and security- 
critical handling of certificates and keys in 
local inspection systems. With the eID PKI 
Suite, it is also of no consequence how 
many inspection systems there are, where 
and how they are distributed, or which 
knowledge the local user has of PKI 
systems.

This way secunet contributes decisive-
 ly towards improving global identity 
protection while also paving the road 
towards highly secure and highly 
efficient inspection processes. Many 
nations worldwide, among them Latvia 
and Norway, place their trust in this 
expertise.

secunet eID PKI Suite at a glance:

■  All-in-one: Complies with all requirements of issuance, infrastructure and verification 
(ICAO, EAC)

■ Advanced: Supports all SAC and EAC versions
■ Networked: With SPOC for the national and international exchange of certificates
■  Centralised: Terminal Control Centre for passive and terminal authentication, 
 including certificate management
■ Mature: Combines knowledge and experience from over 250 PKI and eID projects
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German Federal Police checks 
electronic identity documents at 
German borders using the 
secunet eID PKI Suite 

With the aim of establishing eID inspection points that are both efficient and secure at the 
1,300 border control clients across Germany, secunet has developed and implemented a 
central ID system based on the secunet eID PKI Suite on behalf of and in close partnership 
with the German Federal Police.

The PKI solution, which was adapted to the border control application, is integrated into 
the existing role-based authentication system and meets the high security requirements of 
the Federal Police thanks to its conformity with complex national and international inter-
faces (e. g. BSI TR-03129 + 03139). The border control points are now networked together 
throughout Germany via the eID PKI Suite, while the border control clients are equipped 
centrally with up-to-date certificates and master and defect lists. This provides the follow-
ing benefits for the Federal Police:

■  More than one million fast, convenient and highly secure document checks 
 performed annually
■ Compliance with the most stringent data protection regulations
■ Reliable identification of forged or manipulated identity documents
■ Intuitive process that requires almost no user interaction
■ Supports both manual and automated border control points (eGates)

While the ICAO PKI determines the authen-
ticity and integrity of the documents, a 
second PKI, the EAC PKI, provides addi-
tional access protection. The unique com-
plexity of implementing modern control 
processes is the result of the need to 
exchange certificates in both PKI environ-
ments and across all of the world’s 194 
nation states – for more than three billion 

air travellers each year. A large amount of 
information, including various certificates 
and revocation lists, is required just to 
check the authenticity and integrity of the 
document. To access biometric data, per-
mission certificates and keys are also 
required, and these are updated regularly – 
sometimes on a daily basis.

Two PKIs make up the security framework for ID documents 

We have been successfully operating our central PKI system since 2011. Follow-

ing a smooth, simple implementation, the entire system has proved itself to be 

incredibly efficient and reliable on a daily basis. For mission-critical applications 

such as a border control PKI we could not afford any system failures!

Mathias Grell

Head of Project EasyPASS, Department 54, German Federal Police„

“
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Premium IT Security “Made in Germany”

secunet is one of the leading German 
providers of sophisticated IT security solu-
tions. We work closely with our national 
and international customers in the private 
and public sectors to develop high-perfor-
mance products and advanced IT security 
solutions. With our products, we are not 
only protecting the IT processes and 
systems of our customers, but are also 
generating strategic process optimisation 
potential and creating long-term benefits.

More than 350 experts focus on topics such 
as cryptography (SINA), e-government, 
critical infrastructure, and business and 

automotive security. We strive to always 
be one step ahead when it comes to qual ity 
and engineering. Our goal is to efficiently 
and effectively protect data and IT infra-
structures, intellectual property, and the 
reputation of our customers.

Our close partnership with the German 
Federal Office for Information Security and 
our security partnership with the German 
Federal Government uniquely demonstrate 
our extensive expertise and the trust that 
the public sector places in us – the quality 
of secunet engineering is the quality of 
German engineering.

Precisely tailored solutions from secunet 
for any set of needs

■  Tried, tested and future-proofed product quality thanks to German engineering
■  Technological skills and systems expertise combined with  

in-depth industry know-how
■ Expertise gained from international standardisation bodies
■ Close partnership with the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)
■ A single source for holistic identity protection

Holistic solutions for extensive 
identity protection, cost-
effectiveness and convenience

Our specialists take a holistic approach to biometrics. From the design of solutions to 
the protection of identities, they take into account other related IT security issues too, 
such as the effective protection of personal data during data transmission and process-
ing. To this end, the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) and secunet 
jointly developed the high-security solution SINA, which houses more than 35,000 
components and is deployed on a national and international level. 

The “Secure Inter-Network Architecture” enables the protected processing, storage, 
transfer and also a full audit trail of classified and sensitive information over open 
networks. SINA is the only IPsec-based cryptographic system to be certified for the 
maximum national classification level “top secret”, and is another secunet product line 
that bears the quality hallmark of German engineering.
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